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About This Game

In Soviet Russia, Space Hears You Scream

Earth is a memory, its children have escaped to their new colonies spread among the stars. Launched in desperation in the final
hour, are all that remain of humanity. But now, the young colonies face a new and unexpected threat. Join the New Russian

Republic as they fight for the future!

You have been commissioned as a Captain, and charged with the command of a squadron of fighter drones. We have had little
time to prepare, but crews have been working non-stop. Through blood, sweat, and the tears of potatoes, they have crafted a
fine, strong fighter to battle our enemies. Forced into battle, you must pilot your limited number of fighter drones against the

looming menace, huge motherships with tons of cannons, turrets, and multitudes of other weapons and targets. You have
unlimited lasers and bombs, but you must avoid massive amounts of incoming ordinance, survive if you can so you don't run out

of fighters, and don't let them reach our new home!

Report directly to the Supreme Commander, he will be personally handling your mission briefings. Science and Engineering
experts are working 31 hours a day to try and analyze the enemy and unlock powerful upgrades for your drones, but the enemy

won't wait for them. Get out there and stop that alien threat before they reach the planet!

Features

  Inspired by classics such as "The Dreadnaught Factor" and "Xevious"
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  Hand-crafted retro styled graphics

  Arcade cabinet layout and compact windowed modes

  Fast paced action with hails of bullets and explosions

  Full gamepad support

  Look out for the death cannon!

  Catchy retro futuristic (wait, what?) soundtrack

  Unlock 10 different upgrades as we learn about the enemy's technology

  Earn awards and (virtual) medals

  Insanely fast New Game+ mode

  Challenging night missions

  Unlimited continues

  Plenty of glory and honor for the new Mother Russia!
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Title: Destroyer: Invasion
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
MFAFB Games LLC
Publisher:
MFAFB Games LLC
Release Date: 14 Jul, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 64-bit Processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel Pro or better

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 400 MB available space

English
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destroyer invasion. invasion point destroyer. invasion destroyer of mankind. city destroyer invasion mothership

Is greatly fun but difficult to get the full 5 star armor. Great for what it's used for, and I can even use it to make different kinds
of pixel arts!. While this is really really good and a really really good scenery, it does not work with Ground Services X. I bought
this and tried using it with GSX but it would not correlate the gates properly. In the end I had to buy it from ORBX's online
store.. The game is fun pretty simple but still fun....the gore effects are pretty good but could be better.. awesome experience,
girls are really nice
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Seems like a very cool game. Still need time to learn it, but I really like that it has 20 very different characters that you can use
right from the beginning. No need to wait to unlock certain characters or anything like that.. I have updated this review as the
developer responded to the many requests for Vive controller support and has provided that. As a result I re-bought the game
and have enjoyed what I've played so far. Full credit to the developers for listening to the Vive community and reacting.

My original review:
Returned this game for a refund as it didn't support my gamepad which works with all the other games I have. Such a shame that
a game that claims to be built for VR doesn't support the Vive controllers. Should it ever do in the future I'll consider re-buying.

I also consider the additional £5 for the VR unlock a bit of a slap in the face of the VR community. If the game was primarily
designed for VR but you are also looking to subsidise the development costs by selling into the 2D market place them why not
reduce the cost to half way between the two and have one standard product that works on both. VR players have already had to
shell out a considerable amount on their hardware without having to pay a premium to unlock VR capability in a game that was
designed to support it from the beginning!

I'm sure there is probably a decent game in there but In its current form I'm unable to recommend.. Not worth it. Solid Idle
game. You can go fully idle, unlike most of the other "idle" games.. Great game. 9\/10. Take my money and keep it.
The tracks are inspirational and well worth the cost.
P.S. Lin Hu is mine.. A wave shooter with Unique weapons. For its price, its perfect. And its still being developed.
I look forward to their future updates, and hope for more weapon choice.

Edit: Not being Developed, no idea why, and developers are making other games under different names.

Would still reccomend it though if it ever comes back to the store.. Honestly, for 75c it's an absolute steal. If you're wanting a
game to play with your mates and laugh about; this is for sure one of the best options out there. I was looking at the worst selling
games on steam, thought i would give it a try and oh man, i am not dissapointed.

There are a few features you the gamer have to work out to truly enjoy that game, i wont spoil anymore than this but....
Reloading your gun kills the fish. shhh..
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